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Abstract
Using natural language as a hint can supply an additional reward for playing sparse-reward games. Achieving a goal should involve several different hints, while the given hints are usually incomplete. Those unmentioned latent hints still rely on the sparse reward signal, and make the learning process difficult. In this paper, we propose semi-supervised initialization (SSI) that allows the agent to learn from various possible hints before training under different tasks. Experiments show that SSI not only helps to learn faster (1.2x) but also has a higher success rate (11% relative improvement) of the final policy.

1 Introduction
Most Reinforcement Learning (RL) methods (Mnih et al., 2013, 2016) rely on an agent to explore and maximize the feedback reward. Since designing a reward for each step is impractical, a common setting is only to give out the achieved signal. In Atari Grand Challenge (Kurin et al., 2017), only if achieving the goal, the environmental reward is 1. However, this sparse-reward setting makes the agent difficult to learn (Vecerik et al., 2017).

ExtLang (Goyal et al., 2019) incorporates language hints as an additional reward to overcome the sparse-reward issue. They first build 45 different tasks under Montezuma’s Revenge game, where each task consists of a starting state, an unknown goal position, and a given hint. They also collect demo clips, which are partial playing records (states and actions) that each corresponds to a hint, as shown in Fig. 1. To provide an additional reward, ExtLang pre-trains a reward module to reflect the relevance between agent actions and the given hint when exploring a task. In this way, they can supply a hint reward instead of only the sparse environmental reward to make the agent easier to explore.

Though providing an additional reward, the hints are usually incomplete (Kuhlmann et al., 2004). Considering a task in Fig. 1, to achieve the goal, the agent should “jump over the skull,” “climb up the ladder,” and “jump to get the key.” However, the given hint only contains the first one, and learning those latent hints still relies on the sparse environmental reward. To deal with this issue, we propose semi-supervised initialization (SSI) that enables the agent to experience various possible hints in advance. We adopt a hint module to generate possible hints for random states and allow the agent to learn from them. With SSI, agents have a better-initialized policy during training for each task.

From another point of view, in this paper, we propose a semi-supervised initialization method and investigate the abilities of NLP on controlling complex actions in game environments (Narasimhan et al., 2015; Ammanabrolu and Riedl, 2019).

We perform SSI first and train-evaluate on those tasks built from ExtLang. Experimental results show that with SSI, better-initialized policy not only learns faster but also has a higher success rate.

2 Approach

2.1 Architecture
Fig. 2 illustrates our semi-supervised initialization (SSI). First, the hint module $H$ generates possible hints $l$ for random states $s$. With $s$, the policy module $P$ rollouts and step actions $a$. Then, the
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**Hint Module (H)**

$H$ generates a possible hint $l$ for a state $s$. $H$ adopts CNN to extract the visual feature $v$ of $s$ and attention-based (Bahdanau et al., 2015) GRU (Chung et al., 2014) as the decoder to produce a series of words $w$ as a hint:

$$v = \text{CNN}(s), h_t = \text{GRU}(w_{t-1}, h_{t-1}),$$
$$w_t \sim \text{FC}([h_t, \sum \text{softmax}(h_t W v^T) v]),$$
(1)

where $W$ is a learnable attention matrix.

Each example in demo clips $D$ consists of a hint $l$ and a playing record $\{(s_1, a_1), (s_2, a_2), \ldots\}$. We randomly select $s$ and pre-train $H$ with $(s, l)$ pair.

**Policy Module (P)**

The policy module $P$ is a recurrent action selector which steps $a_t$ for a state $s_t$ at time step $t$. $P$ applies CNN (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to extract the visual feature $v_t$ of $s_t$, GRU to model previous history of $s$ as $h$, and fully connected layer (FC) to decide which action to step. By rollout, we get $a_{1:T}$:

$$v_t = \text{CNN}(s_t), h_t = \text{GRU}(v_t, h_{t-1}),$$
$$a_t \sim \text{FC}(h_t).$$
(2)

**Reward Module (R)** $R$ is a binary classifier which reflects the relevance between $l$ and $a$, as Fig. 3. Similar to ExtLang (Goyal et al., 2019), we first transform the actions $a_{1:T}$ into action frequency vector $f$ where each value is the ratio of

$$f = \text{Frequency}(a_{1:T}),$$
$$e_l = \text{LSTM}(l), e_f = \text{FC}(f),$$
(3)

where $r$ is the output of the binary classification and represents the relevance between $l$ and $a$.

**2.2 Semi-Supervised Initialization (SSI)**

For a random state $s$, we adopt $H$ to generate a possible hint $l$. With starting state $s$, the agent rollouts and steps actions $a_{1:T}$ by $P$. Then, $R$ provides the hint reward $r_l$ for time step $t$ as following:

$$r_t = \gamma \cdot R(l, a_{1:t}) - R(l, a_{1:t-1}),$$
(4)

where $\gamma$ is a discount factor. This hint reward motivates $P$ to step relevant actions with $l$.

To update $P$, we adopt widely used Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017) to maximize $r_l$ during SSI. In this way, the agent learns from various possible hints under different states in advance and has better-initialization for following task-training.

**2.3 Task-Training**

A task consists of a starting state $s$, an unknown goal position $g$, and a given hint $l$. The agent explores in the environment, starting from $s$ and receives the environmental reward $r_E$. When achieving $g$, $r_E$ is 1; otherwise, it is 0 for all other steps.

With better-initialization, we further train $P$ for each task. Similar to our SSI, during task-training, we also have $r_l$ to reflect how relevant of $a$ from $P$ and the given $l$ for this task. Therefore, during task-training, there are 2 kinds of reward, the sparse environmental reward $r_E$ and the hint reward $r_l$:

$$a_t = P(s_t),$$
$$s_{t+1}, r_E_t = \text{Env}(a_t),$$
(5)

$$r_t = \gamma \cdot R(l, a_{1:t}) - R(l, a_{1:t-1}).$$

Finally, we optimize $P$ by maximizing $r_E + r_l$ for this task also using PPO.
Algorithm 1 Learning of SSI and Task-Training

1: Env: the environment
2: $P$: policy module, $R$: reward module, $H$: hint module
3: 
4: while DO_SSI do
5:    $s \leftarrow$ Env \quad \triangleright \text{random starting state}
6:    $l \leftarrow H(s) \quad \triangleright \text{generate a hint by } H$
7:    $a_1:T \leftarrow P(s) \quad \triangleright \text{rollout by } P$
8:    $r_t \leftarrow \text{hint reward} \quad \triangleright \text{Eq. 4}$
9:    $\text{Update } P \text{ by maximizing } r_t \text{ using PPO}$
10: end while
11: 
12: while DO_Task-Training do
13:    $s, l \leftarrow \text{Task} \quad \triangleright \text{starting state and hint of the task}$
14:    $a_1:T \leftarrow P(s) \quad \triangleright \text{rollout by } P$
15:    $r_t \leftarrow \text{hint reward} \quad \triangleright \text{Eq. 5}$
16:    $r_E \leftarrow \text{environmental reward} \quad \triangleright \text{Eq. 5}$
17:    $\text{Update } P \text{ by maximizing } (r_t + r_E) \text{ using PPO}$
18: end while

Learning Process of SSI and Task-Training
Alg. 1 describes the learning process of our SSI and task-training. During SSI, $P$ updates to step relevant actions to the generated $l$ from $H$. Thus, $P$ can consider different hints in advance. During task-training, with better-initialization, $P$ is optimized by both the environmental reward $r_E$ and the hint reward $r_t$ to achieve the final goal.

3 Experiments

Experimental Settings To fairly compare with the baseline ExtLang (Goyal et al., 2019), we conduct the experiments on the same 45 tasks they build under Montezuma’s Revenge environment. $H$ is pre-trained by the same demo clips $D$. We collect the same 160,000 $(f, l)$ pairs as ExtLang to pre-train $R$. Then, $H$ and $R$ are fixed during SSI and task-training. A task consists of a starting state and a hint, and the agent explores the environment to achieve the unknown goal.

We apply 3-layer CNN to extract the visual feature of a state. Both LSTM and GRU contain 128 hidden units. We utilize PPO to optimize during SSI and task-training with learning rate 7e-4.

As a baseline, ExtLang consists of the same $P$ and $R$ to provide an additional hint reward during task-training. However, without $H$ and SSI, ExtLang explores with a random-initialized policy. We compare ExtLang with our ExtLang-SSI (ExtLang with semi-supervised initialization). All results are averaged from 45 tasks and 5 times experiments.

Quantitative Results Fig. 4 demonstrates the learning curve of ExtLang and our ExtLang-SSI. The x-axis is the training steps of PPO. The upper figure is about the success rate, and the downer one is for accumulated successful episodes $^2$.

The results show that under the same training step, ExtLang-SSI can succeed in more episodes than ExtLang. With SSI to learn from possible latent hints in advance, ExtLang-SSI can learn faster than a random-initialized policy. In detail, ExtLang-SSI succeeds 2720 episodes using only 420K training steps where ExtLang requires a total 500K. With better-initialized policy, ExtLang-SSI brings out 1.2x speedup during task-training and success higher 3465.6 episodes in total.

A similar tendency can be found for the success rate. ExtLang-SSI has a higher success rate than ExtLang under the same training step. Apart from the learning curve, we also evaluate the final policy for both ExtLang and ExtLang-SSI. The final success rate is shown in the chart where ExtLang-SSI has a higher 26.95% and outperforms ExtLang with 11% relative improvement. With a better initialization, ExtLang-SSI can lead to a better final policy. The results of both accumulated successful episodes and success rates show that our proposed SSI not only accelerates the learning process but also helps to achieve a higher final success rates.

An interesting insight is that during the early training (before 100K training steps), ExtLang is slightly better than our ExtLang-SSI. Because of learning from various hints in advance, ExtLang-SSI explores the environment based on different latent hints at first. Then, ExtLang-SSI can train faster with experiencing those useful latent hints for this task, and finally, achieve more successful episodes and higher success rate.

$^2$Since it is an “accumulated” number, it will keep increasing with more training steps. Note that the training for ExtLang and ExtLang-SSI are both converged.
Fig. 5 presents the learning curve about the success rate for Task 5 and 7. For task 5, ExtLang has about 35% success rate at the end, but our ExtLang-SSI outperforms 35% when the very early of training, which means SSI helps to learn faster. Task 7 is more difficult that ExtLang almost fails even with the hint reward. While, with learning from various latent hints, ExtLang-SSI can finally achieve a 40% success rate.

**Analysis of SSI** To investigate our proposed SSI, we analyze the detailed effectiveness of ExtLang-SSI. Fig. 6 illustrates the learning curves under different iterations during SSI. Similar to Fig. 4, the x-axis is the training step of task-training, and each line is for each iteration number during SSI (250K-500K). We can see that when using 350K iterations to perform SSI, ExtLang-SSI can succeed more than 3000 episodes in 500K training steps. In general, more iterations during SSI enables the agent to access more latent hints with different starting states and helps the agent to learn faster. Besides, SSI also benefits the policy by providing better initialization. Thus, more SSI also makes a higher success rate under task-training.

We also evaluate the final policy. Fig. 7 shows the relative improvement of ExtLang-SSI’s final policy under different iterations during SSI. Note that the x-axis in Fig. 7 represents the number of iterations during SSI. ExtLang-SSI has a 6.0% relative improvement when applying SSI for 250K iterations. Similar to the learning curves, more SSI brings out a more massive relative improvement and achieve 11% under 500K SSI iterations.

**Analysis of Generated Hints** We randomly select 100 generated hints and ask people to check if they are relevant to the state. The result shows that 73 are totally corresponding, 21 are relatively corresponding, and only 6 are not corresponding. Our $H$ can actually generate an appropriate hint for a given state so that SSI can help $P$ for better initialization.

We make the noise hints during SSI by randomly pairing a state with any other generated hint. The success rate under different noise rates is shown in Table 1. We can see that a high noise rate will make SSI not that robust. Moreover, if the hints are too noisy, it will even hurt the performance (24.01 down to 23.91). While, we have verified that our $H$ can provide accurate hints. Therefore, SSI benefits the initialization, leading to a better success rate.

**Qualitative Results** Fig. 8 demonstrates some examples of hint $l$ generated by our $H$. By updating with hints like “climb down the ladder” or “wait at the bridge appears”, $P$ can learn those latent but useful hints before task-training in a semi-supervised scenario.
4 Conclusion and Ethical Considerations

In this paper, we propose semi-supervised initialization that makes the agent learn from various possible hints in advance before play games with language hint. By semi-supervised initialization, the agent can have a better-initialization policy, which benefits further task-training. The experiments show that semi-supervised initialization not only helps the agent to learn faster but also has a higher success rate of the final policy. Our presented SSI can benefit future vision-and-language research for practical applications. In terms of negative impact, since the initialization is learned from those instructions, if there is bias in the original dataset, it may have some potential issues.
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